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In cooperatively breeding mammals and birds, intra-sexual reproductive competition among females may often render variance in reproductive success higher among females than males, leading to the prediction that intra-sexual selection in such species may have yielded the differential exaggeration of competitive traits among females. However, evidence to date suggests that female-biased reproductive variance in such species is rarely accompanied by female-biased sexual dimorphisms. We illustrate the problem with data from wild Damaraland mole-rat, *Fukomys damarensis*, societies: the variance in lifetime reproductive success among females appears to be higher than that among males, yet males grow faster, are much heavier as adults and sport larger skulls and incisors (the weapons used for fighting) for their body lengths than females, suggesting that intra-sexual selection has nevertheless acted more strongly on the competitive traits of males. We then consider potentially general mechanisms that could explain these disparities by tempering the relative intensity of selection for competitive trait exaggeration among females in cooperative breeders. Key among these may be interactions with kin selection that could nevertheless render the variance in inclusive fitness lower among females than males, and fundamental aspects of the reproductive biology of females that may leave reproductive conflict among females more readily resolved without overt physical contests.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the causes and evolutionary consequences of intra-sexual competition among females [1–14]. This has been born in part of recognition that, while males (generally being the lighter investor per offspring) typically compete more intensely for mates [15–18], females frequently compete strongly for the rank or resources necessary for reproduction (doubtless due in part to typically being the heavier investor) [1–6,19–21]. The historical focus of research on the consequences of intra-sexual competition for mates per se is understandable, as success in this regard is considered the target of sexual selection, as originally conceived by Darwin [15–18]. However, it is now clear that a complete understanding of the intra-sexual selection pressures that shape the evolution of competitive traits in both sexes demands that we also consider competition for the rank or resources necessary for reproduction, whose evolutionary implications fall under the broader banner of social selection [2–4,9–12,20–23].

It has recently been highlighted that intra-sexual competition among female mammals and birds for the rank and resources necessary for reproduction may be at its strongest in cooperatively breeding societies [1,2]. In many cooperative mammals and birds, a single dominant female largely monopolizes reproduction within her group [24,25], and success in this regard often entails intense intra-sexual competition over rare dominance vacancies and/or subsequent reproductive success [2,25–30]. In most mammals and birds, male–male competition over matings is thought to leave the variance in reproductive success...
arising from intra-sexual competition higher among males than females, leading to stronger intra-sexual selection among males for the traits that yield success in competition (typically large body size and/or weaponry; [18,31–33]). In cooperatively breeding mammals and birds, by contrast, where dominant females often monopolize reproduction to a greater extent than dominant males, and their dominance tenures are often longer than those of males (so fewer females become dominant during their lifetimes), it has been estimated that the variance in reproductive success may frequently be higher among females than males [1–3]. This observation has led to the prediction that, all other things being equal [34–36], intra-sexual selection would be expected to have led to the differential exaggeration of the traits that yield success in competition among females relative to males [1,2].

Two high profile studies have now tested the prediction that intra-sexual selection should have favoured the differential exaggeration of competitive traits among females in cooperatively breeding mammals and birds. In the first, research on cooperatively breeding meerkats, Suricata suricatta (in which females strongly contest dominance vacancies and the dominant female produces around 80% of the pups; [37]), strongly suggests that variance in lifetime reproductive success is indeed higher among females than males, and reveals that females also show higher rates of intra-sexual aggression and exhibit certain endocrine and morphological changes on dominance acquisition that appear to be reduced or absent in males [2]. Similarly, a comparative study of African starlings has found that, while in the non-cooperative species males are typically larger and have brighter plumage than females, in the cooperatively breeding species (one of which has been shown to exhibit higher variance in annual reproductive success among females than males), the extent of the male bias in body size is significantly reduced and clear plumage dimorphisms are absent [3]. The findings of both studies are therefore consistent with the view that intra-sexual selection has promoted the exaggeration of traits that yield success in competition among females in such species.

However, it is notable that, despite the variance in reproductive success arising from intra-sexual competition appearing to be higher among females than males in both of the above studies, neither provides support for the prediction that females might therefore be expected to be larger (and/or show brighter plumage) than males. Female meerkats are no larger than males (if anything, males have a tendency to be heavier and may have larger canines; [2,38–40]), which is all the more surprising as body mass advantages have a greater impact on dominance acquisition and retention among female meerkats than males [2]. Likewise in the African starlings, the cooperatively breeding species without exception show male-biased size dimorphisms, albeit weaker than those in the non-cooperative species [3]. Indeed, while female-biased size dimorphisms clearly have evolved among non-cooperative vertebrates in which males are the primary investor (e.g. species of phalarope, genus Phalaropus, and jacana, family Jacanidae, show reversed sexual size and plumage dimorphisms [17,41–43]) or in which females remain the primary investor but intensely contest resources (e.g. the spotted hyaena, Crocuta crocuta [19]), such reversals have rarely been reported in cooperatively breeding mammals and birds (see Discussion). These patterns beg the question: why are females not bigger and better armed than males in the cooperatively breeding mammals and birds that show higher variance in reproductive success among females than males?

Here, we consider this problem with a two-step approach. First, we demonstrate that this apparent discord between female-biased variance in reproductive success and male-biased sexual dimorphism is striking in a cooperative mammal that shows extreme variance in female reproductive success: the Damaraland mole-rat, Fukomys damarensis. Second, we consider potentially general explanations for this discord, both in our focal species and across cooperative mammals and birds.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study species and specific aims

Damaraland mole-rats live in groups of up to 41 individuals, in which reproduction is completely monopolized by a single dominant female (no subordinate female has ever been known to rear young; [44,45]). Complete reproductive skew among females, coupled with the low proportion of individuals estimated to become dominant during their lifetimes (just 8%), suggests that variance in reproductive success among females is extreme, having been likened to the patterns seen in some eusocial insects [46,47]. While reproduction is also highly skewed among males, it is more equitably shared, with two males sometimes co-breeding within a group and genetic evidence suggestive of extra-group maternity [44,45]. New groups are typically founded by a single dispersing female and one or two dispersing males and grow through the delayed dispersal of their young [44,45]. While dispersing females have rarely been documented entering established colonies, dispersing males are known to, both briefly and permanently, and may sire offspring and/or become dominant when doing so (N. C. Bennett & J. Jarvis 1988–2002, unpublished data; [45,48]). While intra-sexual aggression is rare in extended nuclear families housed in the laboratory (where subordinates of both sexes lack access to unrelated mates), it escalates markedly on the introduction of extra-group individuals of either sex [49–54]. In these experiments, both dominant females and males subject same-sex intruders to intense intra-sexual aggression, but may meet opposite-sex intruders with reproductive solicitations ([51] see also [52,53]). Furthermore, experimentally replacing the dominant male with an extra-group male (simulating his replacement by an immigrant) gives rise to intra-sexual aggression between the existing dominant female and her daughters, which can result in dominance usurpations and injuries that may require their separation ([49] see also [50]). Indeed, intra-sexual competition has resulted in severe wounding and death among both males [53] and females [53,54] in other laboratory studies of this species, though such severe outcomes may reflect the artificial constraints on their dispersal. Intra-sexual aggression in both sexes entails bouts of incisor-fencing (where two animals stand face to face with their formidable extrabuccal incisors locked together and may shove each other back and forth along their tunnels and rock their heads from side to side) and aggressive biting and chasing, which may proceed to the submission, exclusion or death of one party [49–54]. In both sexes, larger animals tend to dominate smaller ones, with the dominant pair typically being the largest and heaviest animals of their sex in the colony [44,52,55]. Intra-sexual selection for the traits that yield success in competition might therefore be predicted to have favoured larger body size and/or exaggerated skulls and/or incisors relative to body size. Published data reflecting the distributions of body masses in wild-caught colonies suggest that males are heavier than females [44,56], though the extent to which this arises from sex differences in growth trajectories or
age remains unclear [56,57], and whether the sexes differ in the relative exaggeration of their skulls and incisors is unknown.

To investigate whether variance in lifetime reproductive success is indeed higher among females than males and how this has impacted patterns of sexual dimorphism, we use data from two longitudinal field studies, lasting 14 and 3 years, to address two main aims. First, we estimate the relative dominance tenure lengths of males and females. Because the dominant female completely monopolizes reproduction, while the dominant male does not [45], the variance in lifetime reproductive success among females is likely to be higher than that among males as long as the turnover rate of female dominants is no higher than that among males. Second, we test the prediction that, if the variance in reproductive success arising from intra-sexual competition is indeed higher among females than males, intra-sexual selection should have led to the differential exaggeration in females of the morphological traits that yield success in competition: specifically large body size (reflected as higher growth rates and/or asymptotic adult mass in an age-related analysis of body mass) and exaggerated weaponry (reflected as larger skulls and/or incisors relative to their body length).

(b) Study populations and trapping methods

This study uses data from two longitudinal field studies of Damara mole-rats in the Kalahari desert: a 14 year field study at Dordabis in Namibia (22°58′S, 17°41′E) between 1988 and 2002 [47] and a more intensive 3 year field study at Tswalu Kalahari Reserve (27°22′S, 22°19′E) in the Northern Cape province of South Africa between 2004 and 2006 [48,58]. At both sites, the entire study population (15–30 colonies) was trapped approximately every six to 12 months. Colonies were taking of morphological measurements: skull width (zygomatic arch width ± 0.1 mm, taken across the skull’s widest point using callipers), incisor width (taken across the incisor pair’s widest point using callipers ± 0.1 mm; incisor lengths were not measured as they grow continuously and are worn during tunnelling) and body length (front of the snout to the end of the short tail, using a tape measure accurate to ± 1 mm; the tail’s length (approx. 10 mm) was not deducted as the tail has no clearly discernable base). All protocols were approved by the University of Pretoria ethics committee.

All individuals were sexed by the shape of their genitalia [44], and the single dominant female in each colony could be readily distinguished from her non-breeding subordinates by her perforate vagina and/or swollen teats [44] as validated by [45]. Prior to release, all individuals trapped in the Tswalu study were briefly anesthetized by halothane inhalation for the taking of morphological measurements: skull width (zygomatic arch width ± 0.1 mm, taken across the skull’s widest point using callipers), incisor width (taken across the incisor pair’s widest point using callipers ± 0.1 mm; incisor lengths were not measured as they grow continuously and are worn during tunnelling) and body length (front of the snout to the end of the short tail, using a tape measure accurate to ± 1 mm; the tail’s length (approx. 10 mm) was not deducted as the tail has no clearly discernable base). All protocols were approved by the University of Pretoria ethics committee.

(c) Sex differences in dominance tenure length

Investigating whether the sexes differ in dominance tenure length is not straightforward, as while the dominant female can be readily identified morphologically when trapped in the field, the dominant male cannot (beyond typically being the largest male in the colony). As such, to analyse differences in tenure length we restricted our attention to scenarios in our dataset from Dordabis where a group had recently been founded and so the dominant male and female could be readily identified because they were, by some considerable margin, the only individuals of their sex in excess of 100 g. To ensure that these were stable groups and not transiently interacting individuals, we restricted our attention to the 19 such cases in which the same large male and female were caught together at least twice in succession. These 19 groups were then each continuously trapped at roughly 6–12 month intervals until the disappearance of both of the original dominants (resulting in two or eight successive trapping sessions per group, where one or both dominants remained, over a total duration of 6–56 months per group). When these groups were first caught, the dominant males weighed 162–280 g (median = 207 g), whereas the dominant females weighed 117–195 g (median = 159 g). When first trapped, the majority of these groups (13 of 19) contained only the dominant pair, and the heaviest other individual present in the six groups that did have supernumeraries weighed just 80 g. We used these 19 groups to estimate the relative dominance tenure lengths of males and females, by contrasting the duration for which the dominant male and dominant female continued to be trapped within the group, considering their tenure to start when they were first trapped (having founded their group) and to have ended when they were last trapped in their group. This approach will therefore tend to underestimate tenure length for both sexes (as they were doubtless present at least briefly prior to their first trapping and after their last trapping). As such, we confirmed that any apparent sex difference in tenure length remained significant if tenures were instead deemed to have ended when the individual was first known to be absent, rather than when last found to be present. Our method also has the potential to overestimate the length of male dominance tenures relative to those of females, as while we can be certain that the founding female remained dominant as long as she was monitored (as the dominant female can be identified morphologically), the founding male could have lost his dominant breeding status but remained within the group, leading us to overestimate his tenure length (in at least two cases another large male did arrive, but we assumed that the new arrival did not take dominance). This would only have counteracted rather than confounded our findings though, as our analyses suggest that females show significantly longer dominance tenures than males.

(d) Sex differences in growth and asymptotic body mass

To investigate the nature of the sex difference in growth rates and adult body mass, we used data exclusively from individuals that were first trapped in our longer-term Dordabis study as juveniles (weighing between 25 and 30 g). Their ages were estimated for all subsequent re-traps (given the absence of precisely known birth dates) by assuming on the basis of captive data [57,59] that they were three months old when first trapped as a juvenile. Data were included for all such individuals for whom four or more repeated body mass measures were available during their lifetime (n = 31 individuals; median of five mass measures; range four to nine measure our assessment). For individuals for whom repeated mass measures were available for the assessment of growth (the inclusion of all available mass data only enhanced the statistical significance of our findings)

We first fitted Gompertz growth curves through the data for each sex (figure 2). As both sexes appeared to show a transition from early life growth to a later life mass asymptote at around 2 years of age, we divided the data into two at this point, using the data from individuals less than 2 years of age for the analysis of sex differences in growth (111 mass measures from 31 individuals, 17 females and 14 males, across 13 social groups) and the data from individuals greater than 2 years of age for the analysis of sex differences in asymptotic adult masses (57 mass measures from 20 individuals, 12 females and eight males, across 10 social groups). Restricting the growth rate analysis solely to the most linear phase of growth prior to 18 months of age (90 mass
measures from 31 individuals, 17 females and 14 males, across 13 social groups) yielded qualitatively similar findings. To determine whether there was a sex difference in growth rate, we fitted the body mass measures of individuals less than 2 years old as the response term in a general linear mixed model (GLMM) and tested the effect of the interaction between age and sex in determining their body mass. To then determine whether there was a sex difference in asymptotic adult mass, we fitted the body mass measures of individuals greater than 2 years old as the response term in a second GLMM and tested whether there was a sex effect on body masses during this period, allowing for the possibility that body mass continued to increase with age by also fitting age and the interaction between age and sex. In both GLMMs, individual and group identity were fitted as random factors to control for repeated measures of each. For completeness, we retained dominant females in all of the analyses even though they could have been pregnant at the time of weighing (they breed year round and pregnancies are not readily detectable by eye which precluded their exclusion). This was the most conservative approach, as the analysis nevertheless revealed that males are significantly heavier than females.

(e) Sex differences in body shape and weaponry

To investigate the sex difference in body shape and weaponry, we used the detailed morphological data from our study at Tsawu Kalahari Reserve [48,58]. As mole-rats of both sexes fight using their skulls and incisors, we focused our attention on characterizing any sex difference in the exaggeration of skull and incisor width relative to body length. We used data from all non-juveniles (individuals > 50 g) caught during the study, which yielded 416 measures of body mass, body length, skull width and incisor width from 299 mole-rats (154 males and 145 females) from 63 different social groups.

First, we investigated whether there was a sex difference in skull width while controlling for variation in body length, by fitting skull width as the response term in a GLMM with sex as the primary predictor and body length as a covariate, and by allowing for the possibility of an interaction between sex and body length. Second, we investigated whether there was a sex difference in incisor width while controlling for variation in body length, by conducting the same analysis but with incisor width in place of skull width. Third, to investigate whether the sex difference in incisor width stemmed simply from the sex difference in skull width, we used a GLMM to investigate the relationship between skull width and incisor width and to test for any sex difference in this relationship. Finally, we investigated whether any sex difference in body mass was still apparent after controlling for variation in body length and skull width. Body mass was log-transformed for these analyses to linearize its relationship with the metrics of body size, and thereby normalize model residuals. In each GLMM, individual and colony identity were fitted as random factors to control for repeated measures of each. For completeness, we retained dominant females in all of the morphological analyses above and report the statistics and figures using this complete dataset. However, as we have previously found that females experience a significant reduction in skull width growth rate on dominance acquisition [58], we subsequently confirmed for each analysis that the exclusion of dominant females left our conclusions unchanged (which was invariably the case; see Results).

3. Results

In the 19 pairs of founding dominant males and females monitored to disappearance, the observed dominance tenure lengths of females were significantly longer than those of the males (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.010). The bars show medians and inter-quartile ranges.

Figure 1. In the 19 pairs of founding dominant males and females monitored to disappearance, the observed dominance tenure lengths of females were significantly longer than those of the males (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.010). The bars show medians and inter-quartile ranges.

Figure 2. Males grew significantly faster than females and reached markedly higher asymptotic masses than females (see text for statistics; n = 168 mass measures from 31 individuals, 17 females and 14 males, across 13 different wild colonies). The lines display the best fit Gompertz growth curves for each sex.
original dominant male was replaced by new large immigrant males). Coupled with evidence that reproduction is entirely monopolized by the dominant female, whereas dominant males may lose paternity both to co-breeding residents and extra-group males [45], these findings suggest that the variance in lifetime reproductive success is likely to be higher among females than males.

The growth profiles of male and female Damaraland mole-rats reveal marked sexual size dimorphism, with males being substantially heavier than females (figure 2). Dividing the body mass data around the growth curve asymptote at approximately 2 years of age revealed that, prior to this age, body mass increased significantly with increasing age ($\chi^2 = 368.12, p < 0.001$) and did so significantly faster in males than females (sex × age interaction term: $\chi^2 = 15.92, p < 0.001$; this interaction is more significant when only data from the most linear phase of growth prior to 18 months of age are used). After 2 years of age, there was no further significant increase in mass with increasing age ($\chi^2 = 1.99, p = 0.18$), and males were now significantly and substantially heavier than females (males mean ± s. e. = 202.7 g ± 7.4 g; females mean ± s. e. = 147.2 g ± 6.6 g; $\chi^2 = 97.33, p < 0.001$). In keeping with these results, when the 19 dominant pairs in the tenure analysis (above) were first caught, every dominant male was heavier than his dominant female, even though dominant females were most likely pregnant in many cases (dominant males mean ± s. e. = 209.0 g ± 6.2 g; dominant females mean ± s. e. = 153.7 g ± 5.4 g; paired $t$-test: $t = 8.41, n = 19$ pairs, $p < 0.001$). Interestingly, heavier dominant males were paired with heavier dominant females (Spearman rank correlation = 0.44; $p = 0.015$; $n = 19$ pairs).

Examining the body shapes of males and females revealed that males have significantly wider skulls for their body lengths than females (effect of sex: $\chi^2 = 96.5, p < 0.001$; controlling for the effect of body length: $\chi^2 = 2742.7, p < 0.001$) and that the extent of this sexual dimorphism in skull width increases with body length (sex × body length interaction: $\chi^2 = 67.7, p < 0.001$; figure 3a). Males also showed significantly wider incisors for their body lengths than females (effect of sex: $\chi^2 = 40.2, p < 0.001$; controlling for the effect of body length: $\chi^2 = 1537.4, p < 0.001$), and the extent of this sexual dimorphism in incisor width also increased with body length (sex × body length interaction: $\chi^2 = 35.1, p < 0.001$; figure 3b). This sex difference in incisor width appears to stem directly from the sex difference in skull width, as incisor width increased linearly with skull width ($\chi^2 = 2400.0, p < 0.001$), and there was no sex difference in this relationship (sex effect: $\chi^2 = 0.96, p = 0.33$; sex × skull width interaction: $\chi^2 = 0.08, p = 0.78$). Males were also significantly heavier than females ($\chi^2 = 23.77, p < 0.001$) even after controlling for variation in body length ($\chi^2 = 4888.5, p < 0.001$). That this sex difference in body mass for a given body length is attributable principally to the sex difference in skull size is suggested by the fact that controlling for the positive effects on body mass of both skull width ($\chi^2 = 140.76, p < 0.001$) and body length (now $\chi^2 = 319.45, p < 0.001$), eliminates the sex difference in body mass (now $\chi^2 = 0.30, p = 0.58$). None of these sex differences in morphology can be attributed simply to the previously documented reductions in skull width growth rates that female Damaraland mole-rats experience on dominance acquisition [58], as all of the significant effects above remain so (all $p < 0.001$) after the exclusion of all morphological data from dominant females.

4. Discussion

Genetic evidence reveals that dominant female Damaraland mole-rats completely monopolize reproduction within their colonies while dominant males do not [45], and our findings suggest that the dominance tenures of females are also longer than those of males (so fewer females may become dominant during their lifetimes). Unusually among mammals, therefore, and in keeping with the patterns outlined by Hauber & Lacey [1] and reported by Clutton-Brock et al. [2], the variance in lifetime reproductive success among female Damaraland mole-rats is likely to be higher than that among males. All other things being equal, intra-sexual selection might therefore be expected to have led to the differential exaggeration among females of the traits that yield success in competition [1,2].

Contrary to expectation,
However, male Damaraland mole-rats grow faster, are substantially larger and heavier in adulthood and sport proportionally larger skulls and incisors for their body lengths than females, suggesting that selection has nevertheless differentially exaggerated these traits among males. This discord between the apparent direction of the sex-bias in variance in reproductive success and the nature of sexual dimorphism highlights the paradox outlined in the introduction, and begs the question: why are females in such species not bigger and better armed? Indeed, of the 14 ‘singular breeding’ cooperatively breeding mammal and bird species used in Hauber & Lacey’s [1] study in which such species were estimated to show female-biased relative variance in reproductive success, none show female-biased sexual size dimorphism: 11 show clear or slight male-biased size dimorphisms ([2,38–40,60–67]; see also the cooperative African starlings [3]), and the remaining three show no clear sexual size dimorphism [68–73]. Even the naked mole-rat, *Heterocephalus glaber*, a cooperative breeder that may show the highest variance in female reproductive success of any known mammal [46,70] and in which males share reproduction more equitably and have shorter reproductive tenures than females [70], shows no clear sexual size dimorphism among subordinates [70–73]. The only clear sex difference in growth in this species emerges after dominance acquisition, when dominant females undergo vertebral elongation: an adaptation that conveys fecundity advantages [71,74,75] but could also facilitate the control of other group members [72,76]. We first consider specific explanations for our findings from wild Damaraland mole-rat societies, before outlining three potentially general mechanisms that might account for a more widespread disparity between the patterns of variance in reproductive success and the outcomes of intra-sexual selection in cooperative mammals and birds.

One possible explanation for the disparity is that the seemingly widespread importance of body size and/or weaponry advantages for success in intra-sexual contests in mammals and birds [5,10,32,33,42,77,78] could for some reason either be reversed in Damaraland mole-rats (i.e. intra-sexual selection favours *smaller* size) or be differentially important in competition among males because the sexes fight in different ways. Both seem unlikely, however, as laboratory studies reveal that when dominance is contested both sexes do so via prolonged bouts of incisor-fencing, aggressive biting and chasing [49–54], heavier animals of both sexes tend to be dominant to lighter ones ([50,52,55] though mass advantages alone do not guarantee dominance [49]), and dominant males and females are typically the largest and heaviest animals of their sex within their colonies [44,52,55]. Indeed, if smaller size and/or weapons were advantageous in competition, then it would also be difficult to explain why the dominant male is typically dominant over the dominant female and the same is true among subordinates [44,52].

It also seems unlikely that the strongly male-biased size dimorphism documented here simply reflects evolutionary lag from a time in the species’ history when intra-sexual selection acted more strongly among males. If anything, the most recent ancestors of the Damaraland mole-rat may have had weaker male-biased body mass dimorphisms. The Damaraland mole-rat (*F. damarensis*) is considered the most recently derived species in the African mole-rat family [79,80], yet it and its social congener the giant Zambian mole-rat, *Fukomys mechowii*, show strongly male-biased size dimorphisms [81], whereas weaker or absent sexual size dimorphisms have been reported in other species of *Fukomys* (e.g. the Mashona mole-rat, *Fukomys darlingi* [44]) and the social genus *Cryptomys* from which *Fukomys* branched [56,79,80]. Across the cooperative mammals and birds, it also seems unlikely that evolutionary lag from strongly polygynous ancestors can generally account for the extant male-biased dimorphisms seen in the species that have been estimated to show higher reproductive variance among females, as recent studies suggest that cooperative breeding has evolved most readily among monogamous ancestors (in birds: [82] and in mammals: [83]). Indeed, if cooperative breeding is strongly associated with monogamy, then this might provide an alternative explanation for the finding that cooperatively breeding species (which may show higher reproductive variance among females) show weaker male-biased dimorphisms than non-cooperative species [3], as such a finding might already be expected when comparing monogamous and polygynous species [31,78,84].

One plausible explanation for the male-biased sexual dimorphism in Damaraland mole-rats is that it arises instead from a sex difference in the way that natural selection has acted on these traits [85]. For example, while both male and female mole-rats clearly do use their skulls, incisors and associated musculature when fighting, both sexes also use them throughout their lives to dig tunnels [44]. As males transfer between groups more frequently than females (N. C. Bennett & J. Jarvis, unpublished data; [44]), males might conceivably benefit more than females from enhanced tunnelling efficiency if it facilitated this mode of dispersal. It seems unlikely, however, that this alone could account for the extent of the male-biased size dimorphism observed here, as both sexes also excavate tunnels throughout their lives while foraging for tubers [44] and females also disperse long distances to found new groups [48]. Indeed, whether long-distance dispersal in this species occurs mainly above ground or below remains a matter for debate [86].

Another key force influencing sexual dimorphisms is fecundity selection, which may commonly favour the differential exaggeration of body size in females as fecundity is often more size-dependent in females than males [10,77]. While the role of fecundity selection in shaping mammalian sexual dimorphisms remains poorly understood [10,77], it might be expected to act more strongly in cooperatively breeding species, where the availability of additional post-natal care from helpers may relax a key constraint on fecundity enhancement among females [58,74,87,88]. It is all the more surprising, therefore, that female Damaraland mole-rats (and females in many other cooperative mammals and birds), who are both aided by helpers and appear to show higher variance in reproductive success than males, nevertheless remain smaller than males. Indeed, even the naked mole-rat, in which females show both high reproductive variance and high fecundity [46,70,74], shows no clear sexual size dimorphism among subordinates [70–73]: fecundity selection in this species appears to have resulted instead in morphological changes after dominance acquisition to enhance the abdominal capacity of females [71,74,75]. In species where females face a trade-off between reproduction and growth, fecundity selection has also been suggested to favour investment in reproduction at the expense of the growth of competitive traits [10]. While such a trade-off could explain the reduced growth rates of newly dominant Damaraland mole-rat females [58], it could not readily account for the
emergence of clear male-biased size dimorphisms among subordinates of this species, as subordinate females are unable to reproduce until they have already won dominance [45].

(a) General explanations for male-biased size dimorphisms alongside female-biased reproductive variance in cooperative breeders

While it can be difficult to rule out a role for taxon-specific explanations for sexual dimorphism in any one clade, when taken together with the evidence suggesting that other cooperative mammals and birds may also show higher variance in reproductive success among females than males [1–3] coupled with male-biased size dimorphisms (see above), our findings suggest a need to identify more general mechanisms that could account for such a disparity. Given the extreme difficulty of determining variance in lifetime reproductive success in wild populations, it is worth first considering the evidence that females do show higher variance in lifetime reproductive success in some cooperative mammals and birds. In the societies of meerkats [2] and Damaraland mole-rats [45] and here; and the same could be argued for naked mole-rats [46,70]), dominant females monopolize within-group reproduction to a greater extent than dominant males and appear to have longer dominance tenures than males, and calculations of the standardized variance in lifetime reproductive success in meerkats have confirmed what one might therefore predict that it is higher among females than males [2]. Naturally, potential complications remain with these approaches, born for example of the difficulty of teasing apart death and dispersal when calculating tenures or lifetimes, and of integrating extra-group paternity (EGP) in to the estimates of reproductive variance. In meerkat societies, for example, EGP can be expected to relax reproductive variance among males [2], in part because it is accrued by subordinates [89]. Whereas in Damaraland mole-rat societies, until extra-group sires are identified, it is conceivable that EGP [45] could elevate reproductive variance among males if it was accrued solely by dominants and in a highly skewed manner. Arguments that female superb starlings, Lamprotornis superbus, a plural cooperative breeder, also show higher reproductive variance than males [3,90], appear to draw on estimates of annual reproductive variance, which could presumably deviate from the patterns of lifetime reproductive variance if, for example, females had shorter reproductive tenures than males. Finally, Hauber & Lacey’s [1] study, in which estimates were made of the sex-bias in reproductive variance for 14 cooperatively breeding mammal and bird species, used indirect methods that could be subject to a range of sources of error (as the authors acknowledge), though it is not clear that such error would consistently have yielded the female-biased estimates observed. As such, while robust calculations have rarely been conducted, there is certainly evidence to suggest that the variance in reproductive success is higher among females than males in a number of cooperative breeders, and as reproductive skew is frequently higher among females than males in such species [1–3,24,91–93] it seems likely that additional evidence will become available with time.

Where females do show higher reproductive variance than males, there are several reasons why this might nevertheless tend to be associated with male-biased size dimorphisms. One possibility is that female-biased size dimorphisms may simply be difficult to evolve owing to some form of constraint, but this seems unlikely as a general explanation as they clearly have evolved multiple times among non-cooperative mammals and birds [17,19,33,41–43]. More plausibly, as variance in reproductive success can of course arise through processes other than escalated intra-sexual physical contests [18,34–36,94], if such mechanisms play a differential role in generating the higher reproductive variance among females, then this could readily explain the absence of female-biased size dimorphisms. We consider two such mechanisms below (reproductive restraint and power asymmetries), but a third, in some cooperative breeders at least, could be inter-sexual mate choice [24,92]. Mate choice may generate reproductive variance in the chosen sex that selects instead for the exaggeration of attractive traits, which often differ from those that yield success in competition [4,18,94]. However, as female mammals and birds are generally expected to be the choosier sex, where mate choice does play a role it might be expected to contribute differentially to reproductive variance among males [24,92,95], leaving any association between female-biased reproductive variance and male-biased size dimorphisms if anything more perplexing.

We suggest instead three general mechanisms that could indeed leave the patterns of variance in lifetime reproductive success in cooperative breeders yielding consistent overestimates of the relative intensity of intra-sexual selection among females. (i) Fundamental sex differences in reproductive biology may leave females differentially predisposed to exercising restraint from contesting the dominant female’s monopoly, thereby reducing the extent to which female reproductive variance arises from overt physical contests. (ii) In the cooperative mammals that show strong female philopatry (where females rarely transfer between existing groups), an established dominant female’s only future competitors may be her daughters, generating a power asymmetry that may again facilitate reproductive monopolization and dominance retention among females without recourse to escalated physical contests. (iii) Finally, sex differences in mean relatedness among reproductive competitors could leave the patterns of variance in inclusive fitness arising from intra-sexual competition (a stronger proxy for the strength of intra-sexual selection in kin-structured populations) differing markedly from the patterns of variance in reproductive success. All three explanations could plausibly act in concert to explain the male-biased size dimorphisms shown here in Damaraland mole-rat societies, but we outline each, in turn, below in the context of its wider potential relevance to cooperative mammals and birds. Our goal is not to provide an exhaustive review of all conceivable explanations for the observed disparity, but to highlight those hypotheses that seem most plausible, with a view to stimulating the theoretical and empirical attention required to understand their effects.

(i) Reproductive conflict among females may be more readily resolved through peaceful restraint

In many cooperative breeders, much of the variance in reproductive success in both sexes may arise through mechanisms that do not entail escalated physical contests, and might thereby contribute little to the intensity of selection for competitive trait exaggeration [18,34–36,94]. One potentially
general explanation for the occurrence of male-biased size dimorphisms alongside female-biased reproductive variance, therefore, is that subordinate females may be relatively predisposed to exercising peaceful reproductive restraint from challenging their dominants (whether it be restraint from breeding alongside their dominant [91,96–100], challenging her tenure [68,101] or fighting with their elders for dominance vacancies, as seen in age-based queues to inherit [2,68,102–104]). Where this is the case, more of the reproductive variance among females could arise without the need for escalated physical contests. As subordinates in many cooperative breeders have delayed dispersal from their natal group, a major driver of reproductive restraint is a lack of access to unrelated mates [49,105,106]. While such ‘inbreeding avoidance’ will frequently contribute to the reproductive variance in both sexes [49,105,106], it is not clear that it should consistently do so to a greater extent among females than males across cooperative breeders, regardless of patterns of philopatry. While the higher costs of female reproduction may more strongly favour inbreeding avoidance among females, inbreeding avoidance by one sex imposes it upon the other. We suggest instead that fundamental differences in the reproductive biology of the sexes may leave subordinate females predisposed to exercising restraint for reasons other than inbreeding avoidance per se.

Subordinates may exercise reproductive restraint whenever the costs of reproduction are no longer exceeded by the expected fitness benefits [91,96–100,107]. Reproductive restraint may therefore be more readily induced in subordinate females than males for several reasons [100]. First, simply because the costs of reproduction are typically higher among females than males [91]. Second, subordinate females may be more reluctant than subordinate males to breed alongside their dominant, because the offspring of subordinate females may suffer a cost from being reared alongside the dominant female’s brood or litter (if it was already of optimal size) [91,108], whereas the offspring of subordinate males may suffer no such cost (as they may be part of the dominant female’s brood or litter). Third, dominants may be better able to devalue a subordinate female’s expected benefit from attempting to breed because: (i) female reproduction may be more readily detected (as it may entail conspicuous oestrus, pregnancy, nest creation and the production of additional eggs and young); (ii) female reproduction may be more readily disrupted, as it may involve prolonged oestrus, egg maturation or pregnancy phases that dominants might target [27,28] and females may be better able than males to identify and hence kill the young of their competitors [26,29,109,110]; and finally (iii) the opportunity for subordinate males to sire extra-group young [89,111] may frequently leave it impossible for dominant males to disrupt their reproduction sufficiently to induce complete restraint.

The patterns of reproduction in cooperative mammals and birds suggest that reproductive restraint may indeed have evolved more frequently among females than males. First, reproductive skew is more commonly complete among females, with subordinate females often never attempting to breed despite a lack of active interference by dominants [24,44,91,112–114]. Second, the low reproductive rates of subordinate females are more often underpinned by reproductive physiological downregulation (‘physiological suppression’) than are those of subordinate males, typically in the absence of any clear stress imposed by their dominants [91,112]. Indeed, Damaraland mole-rats exemplify such sex differences in physiological suppression: subordinate females appear to remain in a pre-pubertal anovulatory condition without elevated stress hormone levels and never attempt to breed until dominance acquisition, whereas subordinate males typically have mature testes, produce sperm and may compete for both within- and extra-group paternity [44,45,54,115]. Where subordinate females do exercise greater reproductive restraint than males, dominant females might thereby maintain their monopolies with comparatively little need for the escalated physical contests that favour competitive trait exaggeration.

(ii) Power asymmetries may also facilitate reproductive monopolization among females

In some cooperative mammals, including meerkats and Damaraland mole-rats, there is a clear dichotomy in the dispersal tactics of the sexes: females rarely if ever transfer between established groups, whereas males typically secure dominance by doing so. This creates a scenario in which a dominant female’s future competitors are typically born and develop within her group, generating a power asymmetry between the dominant and her developing competitors (often her daughters) that may greatly facilitate the maintenance of her reproductive monopoly [2]. By contrast, dominant males may frequently face fully developed challengers from other groups, over whose development they have had no control. Such a scenario may, again, leave much of the variance in reproductive success among females maintained without the escalated physical contests that underpin selection for competitive traits.

Such a power asymmetry may facilitate the maintenance of the dominant female’s reproductive monopoly in several ways. Inherent size and experience advantages born of her superior age may facilitate both the suppression of subordinate reproduction (e.g. via harassment [27,28,30], infanticide [26,109] or credible threats of punishment [99,100]) and their permanent eviction before they become a serious threat [28,30,116,117]. Such advantages may also allow the dominant to suppress the growth of her developing subordinates and thereby stave off future challenges (e.g. via reduced pre-natal investment [118], regular periods of harassment [28,30] or a threat of eviction [119,120]; see [2] for similar arguments). This might conceivably counter the emergence of female-biased dimorphisms not only by relaxing selection for competitive trait exaggeration among dominants, but by constraining the growth of females as subordinates. Recent work has revealed that dominance interactions can indeed modulate the growth trajectories of subordinate vertebrates [119,120] and some of the clearest evidence of socially modulated growth among subordinate mammals stems from naked and Damaraland mole-rats [57,121]. Attempts to understand the causes of sexual dimorphism in cooperative societies might therefore be well served by investigating the role that intra-sexual interactions play in regulating growth.

In the many cooperative breeders that show female-biased dispersal, however, one might expect such power asymmetries to differentially facilitate the contest-free maintenance of monopolies among males, if male transfer was rare. While dispersal in avian societies, in particular, is often female-biased, the sex difference in dispersal may rarely be as stark as that in mammalian societies [122,123]. Unlike many dominant female mammals (see above), dominant males in
cooperative birds with female-biased dispersal frequently must still defend both their dominant position and paternity against extra-group challengers [92,124,125]. Moreover, while power asymmetries may still facilitate the reproductive suppression or eviction of a dominant male’s sons, suppressing their growth could entail severe costs if this left sons less likely to (i) win dominance in other groups, (ii) secure the local dominance position against extra-group contenders on the death of their father or (iii) sire extra-group young.

(iii) Kinship among competitors may differentially relax variance in inclusive fitness among females

Our final general explanation for the apparent discord in some cooperative breeders between female-biased reproductive variance and male-biased size dimorphism, is that selection acts upon variation in (inclusive) fitness, not variation in reproductive success [18,94,126], and the latter may be a poor proxy for the former in the kin-structured societies of cooperative breeders ([1,127,128] for similar arguments). While variance in reproductive success may frequently be higher among females than males ([1,2] and here), where females are on average more closely related to their opponents than males, the variance in inclusive fitness arising from intra-sexual competition may nevertheless remain lower among females. Theoretical models confirm that such sex differences in relatedness among interactants can indeed generate sex differences in selection for helping and harming [129], but their implications for the outcomes of sexual selection per se remain largely unexplored.

At least two processes could leave the mean relatedness among competing females higher than that among competing males. First, males frequently contest extra-group parentage (with non-relatives) [89,92,95,130,131], whereas females rarely do (though see [93]). Second, the strong female philopatry seen in many cooperative mammals [122,123,132] can be expected to exacerbate this sex difference, leaving females frequently contesting within-group reproduction near-exclusively with close relatives [28,45,133,134], whereas males disperse and contest dominance with unrelated males in other groups ([45,134,135]; though coalitionary dispersal can also leave relatives competing post-dispersal). Higher average relatedness among competing females than males may therefore provide another plausible explanation (potentially acting in concert with those outlined above) for the absence of female-biased size dimorphisms in Damaraland mole-rats, meerkats and other female-philopatric species.

Among cooperatively breeding birds, the sex difference in dispersal is typically weaker than that in mammals but tends instead to be female-biased ([122,123] but see e.g. [136,137–140]) which could thereby leave males contesting dominance and within-group reproduction with relatives to a greater extent than females [93,125,141]. Even in avian societies with female-biased dispersal, however, males may nevertheless contest both extra-group paternity and dominance vacancies with unrelated males in other groups [92,124,125] (unlike females in the strongly female-philopatric mammals), potentially constraining the extent to which the mean kinship among competing males exceeds that among females. As such, it is less clear how kinship should be expected to impact the outcomes of intra-sexual selection in such societies. Nevertheless, where dispersal is strongly female-biased and extra-group paternity is rare one might indeed expect mean relatedness to be higher among competing males than females, and for this to differentially relax intra-sexual selection among males. Evidence that such a species still showed male-biased size dimorphism despite female-biased reproductive variance (as would appear to be the case in chestnut-crowned babbler, Pomatostomus ruficeps, for example; A. F. Russell 2013, personal communication) would then suggest that alternative explanations (such as those outlined above) are required to account for the male-biased dimorphisms in such species. As sex differences in relatedness to competitors are likely to be pervasive across non-cooperative organisms too (whether arising from sex differences in the spatial scale of reproductive competition or patterns of dispersal or both), we stress the wider importance of formally investigating how interactions with kin selection are likely to impact the outcomes of both intra- and inter-sexual selection [127,128].

5. Conclusion

Recent evidence suggests that cooperative mammals and birds may frequently show higher variance in reproductive success among females than males ([1–3] and here) and that this may have strengthened selection for competitive traits among females [2,3]. However, there remains little evidence to date that higher reproductive variance among females in cooperative breeders has led to the differential exaggeration of competitive morphology among females relative to males (i.e. reversed sexual dimorphisms). Instead, the dimorphisms in such species typically remain male-biased (see [2,3], our findings and above). These patterns suggest that the true relative intensity of selection for competitive trait exaggeration among females in such species may consistently be weaker than that suggested by the patterns of variance in reproductive success. We suggest that this disparity could be due to variance in reproductive success arising to a greater extent among females than males through mechanisms other than escalated intra-sexual physical contests. Key among these may be a differential propensity for females to exercise restraint from challenging their dominant, as well as power asymmetries among females in strongly female-philopatric species. Indeed, these mechanisms may explain why reproductive variance tends to be higher among females than males in singular cooperative breeders in the first place: because a reduced propensity for subordinate females to credibly challenge their dominant may frequently render reproductive skew higher and dominance tenures longer among females than males. We also suggest that sex differences in relatedness between competitors may frequently leave the patterns of variance in inclusive fitness arising from intra-sexual competition differing from the patterns of variance in reproductive success. These mechanisms could conceivably have acted in concert or isolation to yield the male-biased sexual size dimorphisms observed both in Damaraland mole-rat societies and the other cooperatively breeding mammals and birds that appear to show female-biased reproductive variance. Our findings highlight the importance of broadening our historical focus on intra-sexual competition for mates per se to encompass competition over the rank and resources necessary for reproduction (echoing [1–14,20–23]) and illustrate the challenges that may arise when doing so. We stress the need for more formal theoretical and empirical investigations into the
patterns of selection on competitive traits in social species, and specifically the roles that kin selection and conflict resolution may play in modifying their intensity.
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